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Introduction

 Human iPSC and CRISPR/Cas9 technologies has paved

way for a genetic revolution in gene therapy and facilitated

personalized medicine.

 Precise mutation gene disruption, mutation corrections and

insertions has enabled better understanding of the genetics

and mechanism of diseases.

 To accurately model diseases, as well as for precise single or

bi-allelic manipulations, there is a strong dependency on

homology directed repair (HDR) and gRNA selection

strategies.

 Also, CRISPR modifications in iPSC technologies requires

specialized expertise in handling and engineering of these

fragile cell lines.

 Here, we present some case studies to demonstrate how

iPSC and CRISPR platforms, as well as a novel technology,

TARGATT™ allows for efficient cell line model generation,

including defined heterozygous and homozygous mutations,

large insertion and inducible expression models.

Knockout Mutation in Six Isoforms of a Gene in 

Human iPSCs

Targeted Exon Start Codon Selected gRNA

Six Isoforms of the gene of interest shared the same ATG start codon in targeted exon. (A) gRNA

target site in gene of interest. Deep sequencing was used to identify the best gRNA candidate with

lowest off-target and highest on-target efficiency. (B) Co-transfection of gRNA and Cas9 in hiPSCs

resulted in an 8 bp deletion in one allele and a 1 bp insertion in second allele at the DSB site,

resulting in premature stop codons in all six isoforms of the gene of interest.
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CRISPR Large Fragment Knock-in in Human Disease Line

(A) Schematic illustration of genotyping

for an 8.5 kb knock-in fragment. (B)

PCR gel electrophoresis of wild type

(WT) and clone containing gene

insertion (+).
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Conclusions
Our data show that CRISPR can enable versatile mutation models, including defined knockout, heterozygous & homozygous point mutations, and large 

insertion iPSC models.

The TARGATT™ gene editing technology enables the engineering of large knock-in and advanced cell line models such as inducible expression cell 

line models.

CRISPR and TARGATT™ -based engineering of iPSCs is possible without affecting the pluripotent state of these stem cells.

Together, CRISPR & TARGATT™ technologies are complementary gene editing platforms that provide precision genome editing in human iPSCs.

Inducible Gene Expression in 

TARGATT™ “Master” iPSC Line

The gene of interest (GOI) under the

control of TRE promoter was inserted into

the TARGATT™ “attP” locus. A reverse

tetracycline-controlled transactivator (rtTA)

sequence was also inserted into the cell

line to activate the TRE promoter and drive

transgene expression, in the presence of

doxycycline.

Transgene expression in the

TARGATT™-knock-in clone induced

with the addition of doxycycline

(Dox). High levels of knock-in gene

expression was detected in this

inducible expression iPSC model.
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PCR results using primers

for the TRE promoter and

gene of interest, showed

all 3 TARGATT™-iPS

clones contained the

transgene insert.
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Tet-induced gene expression in TARGATT™-iPSC
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iPSC Technology for 

Disease Modeling

Induced pluripotent stem cells
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Targeted Heterozygous Point Mutation 

Without Silent Mutation

(A) Sequence chromatogram showing heterozygous point mutation, CCG > TCG (green box). The ssODN was

designed without silent mutation and precisely modified the gene to yield heterozygous clones. (B)

Immunostaining staining of engineered iPSCs for pluripotency markers (red), OCT4, SOX2, and TRA-1-60 and

corresponding nuclear staining with Hoechst dye (blue).
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